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APPENDIX E

What to Do When Activities Don’t Give Expected Results

Science activities and experiments do not always go according to plan. Microwave ovens, super glue, 

and X-rays are just some of the discoveries made when people were practicing science and something 

did not go according to plan. In your classroom, however, you should be prepared for what to do when 

activities don’t give the expected results or when an activity doesn’t work. 

When going over an activity with an unexpected result, consider these points in discussion with 

your students:

• Was there an error in following the steps in order? You or the student may have skipped a step. 

To help control for this, have students review the steps to an investigation in advance and make a 

check mark next to each step as they complete it. 

• Did students design their own investigation? Perhaps their steps are out of sequence, or they missed 

a step when performing the activity. Review and provide feedback on students’ investigation plan 

to ensure the work is done in proper sequence and that it supports the lesson segment’s guiding 

question.

• When measurements were taken, were they done correctly? It is possible a number was written 

down incorrectly; a measurement was made in error, such as a wrong unit of measure or quantity; 

or the starting or ending point of a measurement was not accurate. 

• Did the equipment or materials contribute to the situation? For example, chemicals that have lost 

their potency or a scale that is not measuring accurately can contribute to the success or failure of 

an activity. 

One of the greatest gifts a student can learn when engaged in science is to develop a curiosity for why 

something happened. Students may find it challenging or frustrating to work through a problem during 

an activity, but guiding them through the problem to figure out why something happened will help 

them to develop a better sense of how to do science.


